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Network-assisted diversity for random access wireless sensor networks
under the use of the generalized approach to signal processing

Vyacheslav Tuzlukov*, Won-Sill:Yoon, Yang Deak Kim
Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engineering, Ajou University

San 5, Wonchon-dong, Paldal-gu, Suwon 442-749, Korea

ABSTRACT

A novel viewpoint based on the generalized approach to signal processing in the presence of noise and devoted to the co-
llision resolution problem is introduced in this paper for wireless slotted random access sensor networks. Signal separati-
on principles borrowed ITomsignal processing problems are used. The received collided packets are not discarded in this
approach but are exploited to extract/each individual sensor node packet information. In particular, if k sensor nodes col-
lide in a given time slot, they repeat their transmission for a total of k times so that k copies of the collided packets are re-
ceived. Then the receiver has to resolve a k x k source-mixing problem and separate each individual sensor node. The ge-
neralized receiver does not introduce throughput penalties since it requires only k slots to transmit k colliding packets. In
the course of analysis, we consider four channels models: ideal additive white Gaussian noise channel, in which the i-th
sensor node's gain is a deterministic but unknown constant; non-fading channel with power control but arbitrary phase,
in which the amplitude of the i-th sensor node's gain is constant (may be unknown), whereas the phase is random and un-
iformlydistributedwithinthe limitsofthe interval [O,21Z'];Rayleighfadingchannel,in whichthe phaseis uniformlydist-

ributedwithinthe limitsof the interval [O,21Z'],whereasthe amplitudeis distributedwiththe parameterC7A'and the amp-
litude and phase are independent; Rician fading channel, in which the phase is uniformly distributed within the limits of

the interval [O,21Z'],whereas the amplitude is Rician distributed with the parameter A and C7A' and the amplitude and pha-
se are independent. Performance issues that are related to the implementation of the collision detection algorithm based
on the generalized approach to signal processing in the presence of noise demonstrate a great superiority in comparison
with well-known methods. The protocol's parameters are optimized to maximize the system throughput. Under the use of
the generalized approach to signal processing in the presence of noise, the system throughput is higher in comparison
with modem methods and algorithms.

Keywords: collision resolution, generalized receiver, diversity, multiple access, random access.

1. INTRODUCTION

The majority of wireless sensor network services provide a circuit switched and constant bit rate service to each sensor
node. In these circumstances, multiplexing various sensor nodes may be accomplished with relatively simple TDMA,
FDMA,or CDMAtechniques.1Thereis, however,an increasinginterestin wirelesssensordata servicesand/ormultime-
dia services, where variable bit rate sources have to be multiplexed. In this case, simple TDMA solutions are extremely

inefficient, and some random access techniques are typically preferred. 2 Simple random access protocols of the ALOHA
type offer a relatively straightforward implementation and can accommodate bursty sensor nodes. They suffer, however,

IToma severethroughputpenaltyand underutilizationof the channelresources.3 Carriersensing(CSMA)and lor collisi-
on detection mechanisms are typically employed in an effort to improve the throughput performance of random access
schemes. 3 In a wireless sensor network environment, however, collision detection features are not feasible due to the ma-
gnitude of the signal attenuation. Even carrier sensing may not be reliably performed due to unpredictability of the wire-
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lesssensornetworkchannel.1For this reason,in wirelesssensornetworks,data sensingis usuallyemployed(DSMA).4
In this scheme, the sink detects collisions and continuously broadcasts a busy/idle signal in a control channel to all sensor
nodes,providing the necessary feedback. DSMA, like other random access alternatives, suffers from relatively low throu-
ghput compared with the constant bit rate TDMA case. The reason is that channel resources are wasted when a collision
occurs since the channel does not provide useful service during a collision. The emphasis in the random access literature

hasbeenmostlyon retransmissionschemesthat minimizefuturecollisions.2 However,when a collisiondoesoccur,the
collided packets are typically discarded, and no information is exploited from them. It is clear that the throughput penalty
incurred by collisions cannot be eliminated unless some way is devised to extract useful information from the collided
packets. Little attention has been paid in the past to the approach of separating the collided transmissions instead of just
discarding all collided packets. Fortunately, however, in the communications and signal processing literature, there has

recently been intense research activity in the area of user separation 5and interference rejection 6, mostly in the context of

space-division-multiple-access. 7 Thisviewpoint,however,is virtuallyabsentin mediumaccessproblems,dueperhapsto
the limited interaction between the networking and signal processing research communities. The goal of this paper is to

providethe use of the generalizedapproachto signalprocessingin the presenceof noise8-12 to the randommediumac-
cess problem. In this approach, received packets that have collided are stored in memory rather than being discarded.
They are later combined with future retransmissions in order to extract all the collided information packets. The techni-
que exploits diversity-combining ideas in order to separate the collided packets. It differs however, from classical diversi-
ty methods since the required diversity is not created through multiple receiving antennas. Instead, wireless sensor net-
work resources are used to provide diversity through selective transmissions. For this reason, this method is named the

network-assisted diversity multiple access (NDMA). 13Similar ideas of a network-wide collaboration have been investi-

gatedin 14in a differentcontext.In that problem,the antennapatternsare jointly optimized.The main advantageof the
proposed NDMA technique based on the generalized approach to signal processing in the presence of noise is that, fIrst-
ly, no channel slot is lost when a collision takes a place and, secondly, the system throughput is higher in comparison
with modem methods and algorithms in signal processing. If, for example, three sensor nodes collide, only three time
slots are required to resolve the collision and successfully forward the three information packets. Since this is the same
number of slots required if there were no collisions, the NDMA technique based on the generalized approach to signal
processing in the presence of noise introduces no throughput penalties. Moreover, if a subset of k users experience heavy
load and have unstable buffers, the system's performance gracefully degrades into the equivalent of a k-TDMA system.
Hence, the proposed NDMA technique based on the generalized approach to signal processing in the presence of noise is
suitable for multiplexing variable-bit-rate sources without affecting the physical layer bit rate parameter of each sensor
node.15

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Consider a wireless random access sensor network system with K sensor nodes. The system is slotted, and at each time
slot n, each sensor node i may transmit a packet consisting of N symbols

T
aN,i (n) = [al1,i(1),...,al1,i (N)] , (1)

provided that its packet buffer is nonempty (see Fig.l). The symbols al1,i(I), I = 1,2,...,N are assumed drawn from a finite

constellation. The received baseband discrete-time signal at the input of the generalized receiver, i.e., at the output of li-
near tract of the generalized receiver (the output of the preliminary f1lter), after sampling at the symbol rate is

Y,,(l) = Lai(n)a",i(I)+vl1(I), 1=1,2,...,N,
iEl (,,)

(2)

where I (n) is the index set of sensor nodes that are active at time slot n; v" (I) is the additive noise at the output of the

preliminary filter of the generalized detector; ai (n) is the i-th sensor node's gain. A non-frequency-selective channel is
considered in this paper, and therefore, the gains are

ai(n)=Ai(n),ej'Pi(I1), (3)

where Ai (n) and (jJi(n) denote the amplitude and phase, respectively. The following assumptions will be made regarding
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the model of (1): v" (I) is zero mean, complex circular additive Gaussian noise with the variance (J"~in n and I, and CPt(n)
is a uniform [O,2;r]phase, independent and identically distributed in i and n. Notice that n is assumed independent and

identically distributed from packet to packet and not from bit to bit. The amplitude Ai (n) may be assumed to be either co-
nstant or randomly distributed, depending on whether the channel is fading and whether power control is implemented or
not. Furthermore, each sensor node i is assumed to have an infinite length buffer that holds fixed length data packets. If
we collect all measurements within a time slot (I = I,...,N) in a vector

yN(n) = [y" (1),..., YI1(N)]T

and similarly for v N (n), then (1) may be written as
~
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Fig. 1. Random access, slotted wireless sensor network system-

YN(n)= L>ri(n)-aN_i(/)+VN(/).
iEI (11)

(5)

It is customary to discard a packet YN(n) when a collision is detected and initiate a retransmission schedule. As can be

seen from (5), however, YN(n) contains information about the transmitted packets and should be exploited. Before we ex-

plore collision resolution ideas based on (5), we conclude this section with a short discussion of the shortcomings of (5).
The most restrictive assumption is the perfect synchronization of all sensor nodes implicit in (5). That restricts its appli-
cability to wireless sensor network systems with synchronization control (sensor nodes may be synchronized only for one
particular receiver location), and therefore, the notion of a sink becomes necessary. Furthermore, no multipath effects are
taken into account in (5). Asynch~onous sensor nodes and dispersive channels are outside the scope of the present paper.

3. COLLISION RESOLUTION THROUGH SIGNAL SEPARATION

Review shortly the main ideas discussed in. 13Let us consider the case where k sensor nodes collide in time slot n; there-
fore, I (n) = {ii,...,ik}. Then, YN(n) consists of a mixture of k sources that need to be separated. From a signal process-
ing viewpoint, this problem may be solved if we are able to create a K-branch diversity, i.e., using K antennas, with K ~

k and collect K independent mixtures of the signals a N,i according to space division multiple access techniques. 6 In the

current random access framework, however, the interesting question is whether we can utilize wireless sensor network
resources at the protocol level to create the necessary diversity without multiple antennas. The answer to this question is
in the affirmative, as explained next. Assume for the moment that all sensor nodes are aware of, firstly, whether there has
been a collision at time slot n and, secondly, its multiplicity k. Assume furthermore that according to the protocol, each of
the k colliding sensor nodes will retransmit its information packet k -1 more times in th next k -1 slots, i.e., in slots n + 1
,. .., n + k -I.Finally, no other sensor node will initiate a new transmission in the nextk -1 slots. An example of this pro-
cedure for a collision of two sensor nodes is shown in Fig. 2a. With these conventions, the sink will receive a total of k
copies of the collided packets

a (n)A a (n+k-l)'I 'I

[YN(n)""'YN(n+k-I)]=[aN,il (n),...,aN.ik (n)].1 MOM I+[v(n),...,v(n+k-l)],

aik (n)A aik (n + k -1)

(6)
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or equivalently

YN,k (n) =AN,k (n). A(n) + VN.k (n) (7)

Fig. 2. Packet collision and retransmission.

with obvious definitions for the matrices in (7). Equation (7) represents a classical source separation problem. If the mix-
ing matrixA(n) is known or can be estimated, then the maximum likelihood estimate of the transmitted packets can be
shown to be

AN.k(n)=arg~nIIYN'k(n)-A'A(n)II:, (8)

whereII ...11 F represents the Frobenius-2 norm, and A takes all possible finite values, depending on the signal constellation.
The solution (8) has exponentially increasing complexity in the number of colliding sensor nodes and may be impracti-
cal. Suboptimal linear solutions can readily be employed as

~ I

AN.k(n)=YN,k(n).A- (n) (9)

provided that A(n) has full rank. The latter property of A(n) is guaranteed under assumptions made regarding the model

of (1). Notice that only k slots are required to makeA(n) square and, therefore, resolve k colliding sensor nodes. Hence,
no slots are wasted, and no throughput penalties are incurred by this collision resolution method. Now, ,wereturn to the
assumptionrequiring all sensor nodes to be aware of the collision. In a wireless sensor network environment, it is natural
that the sink identifies that information and broadcasts it back in a separate control channel, for example, the DSMA pro-

tocol. I In the next section, we will develop a collision detection procedure for the current setup, which can be implemen-
ted by the sink. This procedure also produces the estimate of the mixing matrix A(n) used for recovering the data packets.
As far as the feedback procedure is concerned, a simple implementation is using a broadcast control channel with rate
one bit/time slot. At the end of slot n, the sink may indicate in the control channel whether the next slot is free or busy,
i.e., reserved for retransmission. If slot n+1is indicated to be busy, all sensor nodes that transmitted in slot n will retrans-
mit. If the sink repeats the busy indication for k - I , then slots that are all colliding sensor nodes will be forced to retrans-
mitk -1 times. Of course, new sensor nodes will not be allowed to transmit while the busy signal is on. The retransmissi-
on can also be arranged in an orderly fashion if a more complex control channel is available. Since the sink is able to de-
tect a collision and determine the identities of the colliding sensor nodes at slot n, it may reserve the slot n + 1for a speci-
fic sensor node to retransmit by broadcasting some instruction information on the control channel to inform that sensor
node to retransmit and prohibit other sensor nodes to either retransmit or start a new transmission. With a k-multiplicity

collision, i.e., I (n) = fil',..,ik }, the sink may instruct sensor node iz ,...,ik to retransmit one by one in the following k -1
slots, and at the end of slot n + k -I, with the data from other k -1 sensor nodes at hand, the sink can subtract the interfe-

rence from those k -1 sensor nodes from the first colliding transmission to recover the packet of the sensor node i1. Fi-
gure 2b shows such a retransmission procedure for a collision of two sensor nodes. In fact, this retransmission scheme is
different from the one discussed in the previous paragraph only in that it produces a different mixing matrixA(n) from
that in (7)
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a (n) a (n + 1) A a. (n + k -1)'I '2 'I

0 a. (n + 1) A 0
A(n) =1 '2

M MOM

0 0 A a (n + k -1)'k

A mixing matrix of such a structure makes the collision resolution procedure somewhat simpler at the expense of a more
complex control channel. Following this train of thought, we can also derive a number of other retransmission protocols
that result in different mixing matrices; however, the same resolution techniques described in (8) and (9) also apply to
them. The last comment on the collision resolution procedure is that there exists the possibility that the square-mixing
matrixA(n) obtained through retransmissions may accidentally lose rank, and thus, the collision resolution method fails.

In this case, the sink may continue requesting retransmissions more than the collision multiplicity k, untilA(n) is full
rank. The collision resolution techniques in (8) and (9) are still valid, except that the inverse operation in (9) should be
changed to LS inverse. Further simplification is possible at the expense of some throughput penalties. For example, the
sink may instruct the colliding sensor nodes to retransmit one at a time over the next k slots in an orderly fashion; hence,
the sensor node separation step can be omitted. This approach is simpler at the expense of one wasted slot out of k + 1
slots. The first collided transmission is discarded. Now we pay our attention to the problem of how the sink may identify
the colliding sensor nodes.

(10)

4. DETECTION TECHNIQUE OF COLLISION

For every time slot n, the sink constructed on the basis of the generalized approach to signal processing in the presence of
the noise has to identify the set of active sensor nodes I (n). In other words, it has to make a decision for each sensor no-

de i as to whether it is active or not. Therefore, there are a total of2K different possibilities in a K-sensor node system. In
order for the sink to discriminate the sensor nodes, an address field is required in the packet that contains a unique ID se-
quence for each sensor node. Let us assume without loss of generality that the first M symbols of each packet of sensor
node i form an identifying vector a;

a; = [aN,i(n)]I:M . (11)
In addition, let

y(n) =[y N (n)]l:M ' (12)

and

v(n) = [v N (n)]I:M and v"(n)=[v'N(n)]l:M ' (13)

where v(n) is the noise at the output of the preliminary filter of the generalized detector and Vol(n) is the additional (refe-

rence) noise at the output of the additional filter of the generalized detector, which is uncorrelated with the noise v(n) and

has the same statistical parameters as the noise v(n), since the noise v(n) and Vol(n) are obtained at the input of the ge-

neralized detector from the common noise; in a general case, the statistical parameters of the noise v(n) and v* (n) are di-
ffered. Based on (5)

y(n)= La; (n)a, +v(n)=:::>Hi.i
;E! (n)

and y*(n)=v*(n)=:::>H. o '
t, (14)

Equation (14) reveals the fact that the estimation a; (n) from the datay(n) is a linear regression problem, whereas the ide-

ntification of I (n) is a model (or regressor) selection problem. A simple comparison of the modeling error for each hy-

pothesis is not sufficient since it is well known that the error always decreases as more regressors are added. 16 However,

mostclassicalmodelselectionproceduresare applicableto this problem. 17-19Unfortunately, due to the large number of

hypothesis (2K), all those procedures will be computationally demanding and their complexity will increase exponential-
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ly with the number of the sensor nodes. In order to simplify the collision detection procedure, in the sequel, we make the
following assumption: the ID sequences are orthogonal to each other

H

{

o i=l:-k,
a. a k

=
'ii =k.

The unit norm assumption implied here can be made without loss of generality. Under this assumption, it can be shown
that the joint detection problem can be decoupled into K independent single sensor node-detection problems. Indeed, by

left multiplying with a~ both sides of (14), we may get

{

aHy(n)=a(n)+aHv(n)~H1,
z.(n)= I l I I,I H . H *

a;y (n)=a; v (n)~H;,o'

In addition, z; (n) is the statistic at the input of the generalized detector (at the output of linear tract of the generalized de-

tector) for detecting sensor node i. Then, the conditional probability distribution densities for sensor node i, H ;,0correspo-

nding to i not in I (n) andHi,l corresponding to i in I (n) according to the generalized approach to signal processing in

the presence of noise 8-12 are

(15)

(16)

f[y'(n)IH;,o]= 1 exp( Izi(n)12)
~2ff(j2 2(j2'v v

f[y(n)la;(n),H;,I] = 1 exp( Izj(n)-aj(n)12 )
~2ff(j2 2 2 'v (jv

(17)

(18)

The likelihood ratio is
2

I f[y(n)la;(n),H;I]
[

2z.(n)a.(n)-z2(n)+v' (n)
]A[y(n) a;(n)]- ' =exp I I ~ .

f[y'(n)IH;,o] 2(j~'

The generalized detector for sensor node i depends on the statistical properties of a; (n). According to different channels

models, aj (n) falls into four cases.

. Ideal additive white Gaussian noise channel: aj (n) is a detenninistic but unknown constant.

. Non-fading channel with power control but arbitrary phase: The amplitude of aj (n) is constant, may be even

unknown, Ai (n) = A, whereas the phase f/J; (n) is random and uniformly distributed within the limits of the inter-
val [0,2ff] .. Rayleighfading channel: The phasef/J; (n) is uniformly distributed within the limits of the interval[0,2ff], whe-

reas the amplitude Aj (n) is Rayleigh distributed with the parameter(j~, andAj (n) and f/Jj(n) are independent.

. Ricianfading channel:The phasef/J;(n) is uniformly distributed within the limits of the interval [0,2ff] , where-

as the amplitude A; (n)is Rician distributed with the parameter(j~, andAj (n) and f/Jj(n) are independent.

Of the following four cases, the first one violates the flfst assumption made under definition of the model (1). It is inclu-
ded, however, for completeness. For these cases, the generalized detector defines the maximum likelihood test, which is

estimatingaj (n) by maximizing the likelihood function, the plugging the estimate into (19) and comparing the result with

a threshold Kg. Despite the different distributions of aj (n), it turns out that the generalized detector under all the four

(19)

channel environments is the same 8-12

, 2

2zj(n)a;(n)-z;2(n)+v'-(n»Kg =?Hj,1 or 2zj(n)a;(n)-Zj2(n)+v' (n)<Kg =?H;.o, (20)

i.e., we need to compare an amplitude of the output of the generalized detector matched to the ID sequence a j with a pre-
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determined threshold Kg. In addition, the probability of false alarm PFunder the four channel environments is also the
same

PF =J~Ko(-;-)dx,
K 2rc(j~ 2(j vg

where K 0(x) is the modified second kind Bessel function of an imaginary argument or, as it is called, McDonald's functi-

(21)

2

on and x = v" (n) - V2(n). The probability of detection PDunder each channel environment is listed below,

. Ideal additive white Gaussian noise channel

= .2 2 ?

f
I

( V (n)-v (n)+Ai-(n» )
.2 ?

PD = -Ko ? d[v (n)-v-(n)].
2rc(j2 2(j-

Kg v v

Non-fading channel with power control but arbitrary phase:
2

v. (n)-v2(n)+A2 .2 ?

2 )d[v (n) -v-en)]
2(jv

(22)

.

.

= I
(P = f -ZKo

D 2rc(j
Kg v

.
fi d

' channel: 2?
A

2
(n ) .2 2

( )]Rayl"gh a mg . ,. (n)-v'(n)+; )d[v' (n)-v nf I K ( ? 2
)P = ? 2 0 2«(j;+(jAD 2rc«(j- + (j A)Kg v

(23)

(24)

. Rician fading channel:

f
= I

(P - KD--: ?? 0

K 2rc«(j; + (j~)g

Another point that deserves notice is that the statistic Zi(n) also gives us the maximum likelihood estimate of (Xi(n). This

can be easily proved by maximizing (18) with respect to (Xi(n). Hence, given estimates of all (Xi(n), i.e., I (n), we may
compose the mixing matrix A(n) and recover the sensor node data packets according to (9). Show the role of the proba-

bility of false alarm PFand the probability of detection PDin the expression of the wireless network system throughput
and optimize them to maximize the wireless network system throughput.

?

V,2 (n) - V2 (n) + A - )d[/ (n) - V2(n)]? 2
)2«(j~+(jA

(25)

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

As was discussed in Section 3, extra slots are not required to resolve a packet collision and, therefore, there are no throu-
ghput penalties for the considered wireless sensor network system. This conclusion, however, is correct only under assu-
mption that the sink makes no errors in identifying the number of active sensor nodes in every slot. For example, if two
sensor nodes collide but the sink incorrectly concludes that only one sensor node is present, no retransmission will be re-
quested, and the collision will not be resolved. It is, therefore, evident that in order to more accurately assess the perfor-
mance of the considered wireless sensor network systems, we need to study the probability of incorrect sink decisions
and their effects on the wireless sensor network system's throughput. It is possible to devise a number of different varia-
tions of the considered approach, depending on whether the sink is allowed to correct its initial estimate of the number of
active sensor nodes based on subsequent transmissions. For instance, two sensor nodes may be detected in the first trans-
mission and three sensor nodes may be detected in the second transmission, in which case, the sink may either retain or
modify its original estimate. Other variations may arise if we consider different retransmission schedules for packets that
were incorrectly resolved. Finally, the analysis is further complicated by the fact that an incorrect sink decision may not
necessary imply that the packets are lost. For example, if two packets collide but the sink decides that three collided, and
then the two original packets will eventually be resolved. In order to provide a unified analysis framework for all those
cases, we will take a pessimistic approach and study the worst-case scenario. We will assume that, firstly, the sink is not
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allowed to COlTectits original decision on the number of active sensor nodes, and, secondly, every incolTectdecision by
the sink results in the loss of all packets involved in that transmission epoch. Finally, we will not be concerned here with
packets that are resolved but lost due to excessive bursts of elTorsin the payload portion of the packets. These losses are
not due to the random access protocol but due to inadequate elTOfcolTectingcoding. It will be instructive for our analysis
purposes to view the traffic in the channel as a flow of collision resolution periods or epochs. An epoch includes one or
several consecutive channel slots that are dedicated for the transmission (including the initial transmission and the retran-
smissions) of the data packets from the sensor nodes that are active at the beginning of the epoch. The idle slots, during
which no data are transmitted, also compose epochs called idle epochs, which only include one slot. ColTespondingly,we
call those epochs, during which some packets are under transmission, busy epochs. The length of a busy epoch is the nu-
mber of time slots the channel takes to serve the culTentlyactive sensor nodes. From a throughput viewpoint, it is impor-
tant to further distinguish busy epochs into useful epochs, meaning absence of detection elTors, and colTuptedepochs,
meaning presence of detection elTors. Only useful epochs contribute to the channel throughput. The epoch flow in the
channel is shown clearly in Fig. 3. The epoch length is a random variable depending on the number of the active sensor

nodes at the beginning ofthe epoch. Denote by Pethe probability of a sensor node's buffer being empty at the beginning
of an epoch. Then, we can obtain binomial expressions for the probability of the epoch length:

(
K

)
k K-k

PbllSy(k)= k .(I-Pe) Pe ' k=I,2,...,K
(26)

I -
~ 1--- /~~~/~ /-

I_~~;-~ /------.-
irrelevant ep;;"h to node] relev';;;t ep~h to node 1

Fig. 3. Epoch flow and embedded Markov points.

{

pK k =1
P;dJe(k)= e'

0 , otherwise.

The expressions are only an approximation of the distribution of epoch length in the generalized approach to signal pro-
cessing environment when the detection elTorshave minor effects on the traffic in the channel. Finally, we can write

P'"ejllJ(k) = PbllSY(k). P(colTect detection Ik active sensor nodes)

=(:) (1- Pe)k PeK-k P~ (l-PF )K-k.
With these preliminary developments, we can define the throughput expression. Let us define the throughput as

average lenght of useful epochc=
average length of (busy or idle) epoch

Under this definition, using (26) and (28), we can write

i>(:)
. (1- Pe)k PeK-kP~ (1- PF)K-k

c= k=1 .

~ k
(

K

)
. (1- P )k pK-k + 1. pK

L...k e e e
k=1

The denominator in (30) is immediately K (1- Pe) + PeK. The numerator is recognized as the binomial expansion of

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)
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(
d

) K Kl
x-. (x + y) =Kx(x + y) -

dx
(31)

with

x= (1- PJPo and y = Pe(1- Po) . (32)

Finally, we can write
K(l- P )

C= e 'Po[(1-P)Po+P(l-P )]K-l.
K(l-PJ+PeK e e F

As signal-to-noise ratio tends to approach infmity, we expect Po ~ 1and PF ~ O. Consequently, the throughput can be
determined in the following form:

(33)

K (1- P )
C~ e

K(l- Pe) + PeK

As we will see shortly, if every sensor node's buffer is fed with a Poisson source with density 11., the right-hand side of
(34) also equals to I1.K,which is total offered traffic rate. According to (33), the throughput depends on the probability of

detection Po and probability of false alarm PF, which in turn depend on the threshold Kg of the generalized detector. It is

therefore worthwhile to appropriately select the threshold Kg so that the throughput is maximized. Since the threshold Kg

is one to one with the probability of false aiarmPF according to (21), we may equivalently obtain the optimal value of

the probability of false alarm PF.The solution is obtained by setting the derivative
dC

-=0.
dPF

Naturally, the probability of detection Po is a function of the probability of false alarm PF, as given by receiver operation

curve of the generalized detector. We therefore obtain a solution in terms of ~~ . After some tedious but straightforward
differentiation, we obtain the relation

(34)

(35)

dPo - K -1
dP - I-Pc I-PF'

F K p-+---p-e D

Depending on the particular fading conditions assumed and, therefore, the particular receiver operation curve expressions
of the generalized detector given in Section 4, (36) can be solved for the optimal value of the probability of false alarm

PFand further for the optimal threshold Kg of the generalized detector. At high values of the signal-to-noise ratio, we can
simplify (36) by the following approximation

(36)

1 - PF '" 1 .
Po

(37)

Then, (36) becomes

dPo
-=17 ,
dPF

K-1
17= .

1+ K I-Pc
Pc

Notice that the traffic load parameter 17depends only on the traffic characteristics and not on the signal-to-noise ratio or

parameters of the generalized detector. Solve (38) and (39) for the case of the Rayleigh fading channel. In this case, the
probability of false alarm PFand the probability of detection Po are given by (21) and (24), respectively. Defining a func-

tion between the probability of detection Poand the probability of false alarm PF' determining ~~ and the optimal proba-

bility of false alarm p;Pt, we can obtain the optimal threshold of the generalized detector

(38)

(39)
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Kopt = 2<72In 1]g v

Notice that the optimal threshold of the generalized detector monotonically increases with the traffic load parameter 1]and
is independent of the signal-to-noise ratio. This is a great peculiarity of the generalized detector. It is evident from (40)
that the optimal threshold depends on the traffic characteristics. In particular, it depends on the probability of a sensor no-

de's bufferbeingempty,Pe(through1]).It is thereforeimportantto evaluatePegivena trafficload A.. Focusour attention

on the beginning instant of each epoch (see Fig. 3) and denote qmas the number of data packets in the buffer of a sensor

node at the beginning time instant of the m-th epoch. The time index m counts in epochs and not slots. The sequence qm

constitutes an embedded Markov chain. Define the expression for Pr{qm= k}. As a special case,

Pc = lim Pr{qm = k} .m->=

(40)

(41)

From the viewpoint of a particular sensor node, two types of epochs can be distinguished: relevant epochs, in which a da-
ta packet belonging to this sensor node is being transmitted, and irrelevant epochs, in which no packet belonging to this
user is being transmitted (see Fig. 3). In other words, at the beginning of an irrelevant epoch, the buffer of this specific
sensor node is empty. The length of the two types of epochs, which are denoted hi and h2, respectively, obey different dis-
tributions

[

K -1

)
P. (k)= .(I_p)k-lpK-l,

hi k-l e e

{

pK-I + (K -1 ) . (1- P ) pK-2 k =l'e e e' ,

P (k)= K-l (43)

h2 [ k }(I-Pe)kPeK-k-l, l<k~K-l.

Equations (42) and (43) are accurate only if the sink makes no detection errors. Use them in our analysis, however, as ap-

proximate distributions of the relevant and irrelevant epoch length under high signal-to-noiseratio. Let v(qm) be the nu-

mber of data packets arriving during the m-th epoch will be an irrelevant epoch for this sensor node, whereas if qm > 0,

the m-th epoch will be a relevant epoch, and thus, v(qm) will obey different distributions. According to the state transition
of the studied Markov chain, we obtain

-
{

qm -1+v(qm), qm >0;
qm+l-

v(qm), qm = O.

Denote by Qm(z) the probability generating function of qm

l~k~K ; (42)

(44)

Qm(Z)= LPr{qm =k}Zk =E[zqnt]
k=O

andQ(z) = Hm Qm(z) the steady state ofQm (z).Similarly,m->=

(45)

F(z) = Hm E[z v(qnt)Iqm = 0]m->=
and G(z) = lim E[zV(qnt)Iqm > 0] . (46)

m->=

As was shown in 13 , using those definitions, we may present the following result. If the sensor node's buffer is fed by a
Poisson source with rate A.,the steady-state probability generating functionQ(z) is given by

Q(z) =P zF(z) - G(z)e
z-G(z) ,

(47)

K K~

whereG(z)=Lek(~4-4)Phl(k)andF(z)=Lek(~4-4)Ph2(k).Evaluaring (47) at z=l,we can obtain a relationship
k=l k=l

between Pcand A.. As was discussed in 13, the probability Pcis the unique solution in [0,1] of the equation

,1pK + (1- ,1K)P - (1- A.K)=0 .e e (48)
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Let us remark at this point that (48) has indeed a unique solution in [0,1] since the polynomial D(P) = APeK+ (1- AK)

x Pe - (1- AK) has the properties D(O) = -(1- AK) < 0, D(l) = A > 0, and D'(Pe) = AKPeK-i + (1- AK) > O. From (48),
it is easy to derive the equation

K (1- P) =AK .
PeK + K(l- Fe)

Substituting (49) into (33), we get an intuitive result that the throughput equals the total offered traffic times the probabi-
lity of correct detection.

(49)

6. COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS

Advantagesof NOMAtechniquein wirelessnetworksoverTOMAapproachwerediscussedin 13.Showsomeillustrative
plots of our analysis results. The plots highlight the advantages of the use of the generalized detector in NOMA for wire-
less sensor networks in comparison with the use of the optimal receivers of modern signal processing in terms of throu-
ghput. In plotting the analytical expressions (33), we set the wireless sensor network systems parameter as follows. The
sensor nodes population K = 16, each sensor node has an infinite buffer, and the signal-to-noise ratio is 5 and 10 dB (see
Fig. 4a and b, respectively). Sensor nodes' 10 sequences were selected form K-th order Hadamard matrix. The sensor no-
de packets were fixed length of N =424 bits. CRC codes were used for error detection. All sensor nodes maintained pac-
ket buffers that were fed by Poisson sources with density A, generating data packets to contribute to the wireless sensor
network traffic. The channel between each sensor node and the sink was Rayleigh fading. We plot the throughput Cas
function of the total traffic load AK. Figure 4 illustrates C versus AK, respectively. In Fig. 4, a diagonal dotted line is
plotted that represents the throughput of the TOMA approach. As we know, under the infinite buffer assumption, there is
no packet loss for the TDMA wireless sensor network system; hence, its throughput is perfectly equal to the offered load.
We may see that the use of the generalized detector in NDMA wireless sensor network system offers the same through-
put performance as the TDMA, even in very heavy traffic load. The advantage of the use of the generalized detector in
NOMA for wireless sensor network system in comparison with the optimal detectors of modern signal processing is ma-
nifested by comparison in FigA.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Under the use of the generalized detector in NDMA for wireless sensor network system, the collision detection is only
performed once for each transmission epoch at the first slot. We do not allow the sink to modify its decision in the follo-
wing retransmission slots. Therefore, the statistic for detection is conditioned on the information received during the first
slot. In fact, the generalized detector should exploit all the information received from the beginning up to the present. It is
not hard to modify the generalized detector to include all information received from the first transmission up to the k-th
retransmission, denoting the first collided transmission as the zero-th retransmission. Since the received noise contributi-
on is independent for each retransmission, the sufficient statistic for the sensor node i on the k-th retransmission received

k k

is just the summation of the sufficient statistic of each of the k + 1slots (see (16)) z; (n, k) = La; (n + I) + a~ L v(n
1=0 1=0

+ I) .The generalized detector is still the comparison of the amplitude of z; (n, k) with a threshold

Iz;(n,k)I>Kg(k)=:>H;,i and Iz;(n,k)I<Kg(k)=:>Hj,o' (50)
The only change is that the threshold becomes a variable, depending on the retransmission count index k. The decision
made by the generalized detector (50) is used to determine whether or not another (the (k + 1)st) retransmission is need-

ed. If the number of sensor nodes detected as active according to (50) is larger than k + 1, the diversity is not enough, and
more retransmissions will be required. If, conversely, the number of sensor nodes detected as active is less than or equal
to k + I , no more retransmissions will be required, and the sink begins to revoke the collision resolution procedure. In
this paper, we studied the relatively simple scenario of flat fading environment. It is of more practical interest however to
study the implementation of the generalized detector in NOMA for wireless sensor network system in the multipath fad-
ing channel environment. This is a colored signal separation problem, which is solvable under certain assumptions. This
is one of interesting future research topic. The used collision detection approach under the use of the generalized detector
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Fig. 4. Throughput versus traffic load.

in NDMA for wireless sensor network system requires orthogonality of the sensor node ID's. This, in turn, implies that
the length of the ID sequences is required to increase linearly in the number of the sensor nodes and not logarithmically
as most addressing schemes do. In the case of very large sensor node populations, this can create a severe drawback by
effectively reducing the available bandwidth for carrying the packet payload. A solution to this problem may be blind co-
llision detection and resolution. This is another interesting future research topic.
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